WITH HUNDREDS OF PLACES TO LEAK ...

Leaks can occur in many places. How do you know when you’ve found them all?

HOW CAN YOU BE SURE?
Leaks can occur 24 hours a day / seven days a week. A small leak
of one-half cubic foot an hour wastes more gas each day than you
would use to dispense two kegs of beer. With McDantim’s
In-Line Leak Indicator (MV035), you can see in seconds if you
have a leak and gauge how big that leak is.

Dual In-Line
Leak Indicator (MV035)

IN-LINE LEAK INDICATOR
A study by a major gas company concluded that
approximately 20% of gas usage in bars and pubs was due to
leaks in the gas system. Every experienced service person can
tell you stories of the beer system that was leak-free on Monday
but had one or more bad leaks on Tuesday after someone
changed a keg or serviced some part of the system.
McDantim, Inc’s CEO, Dan Fallon, once drove 120 miles to an
account that he knew had leaks because while selling 50 kegs a
month they were burning out two compressors a year on their
nitrogen generator. When Dan arrived, the gas supplier proudly
explained how he had soaped down every possible leak source
and could pronounce the gas supply leak free. Twenty minutes
later, they discovered two very large leaks. They were able to
ﬁnd the leaks because the In-Line Leak Indicator told them
without question the system had leaks.

Single In-Line
Leak Indicator (MV039)

The McDantim In-Line Leak Indicator can tell you in seconds
if you have leaks in your beer system and how big those leaks
are no matter what gas source you use or how complicated your
system is. One quick glance every morning before you pour
your ﬁrst beer or at night after pouring your last beer assures
you that you have no problem or that you need to call a service
person. As you repair leaks, it serves as your scorecard, letting
you know how much of the problem is resolved and if all leaks
are ﬁxed.

Our In-Line Leak Indicators are especially valuable in systems
with Nitrogen generators. Leaks in these systems not only waste gas and electricity, but also kill oﬀ
compressors. Rebuilding or replacing compressors is expensive and troublesome.
The In-Line leak Indicator is simple and easy to install and can go before or after the blender to
locate diﬀerent types of leaks.
For more information on the In-Line Leak Indicator, contact us.
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